Complex permittivity measurements on acetophenone and its derivatives o-hydroxybenzaldehyde, o-methylacetophenone, and o-hydroxyacetophenone are performed at frequencies between 1 MHz and 20 GHz at temperatures from 273 to 323 K. The parameters obtained from the fitting of the complex permittivity are analyzed in order to study the effects of the hydroxyl group within a molecule on the dielectric relaxation phenomenon in these liquids. The analysis indicates that dynamical properties are affected not only by the intermolecular hydrogen bond but also by the slight change in molecular structure. This conclusion differs from those obtained from the results of other experiments.
Introduction
Dielectric spectroscopy, which is used to measure the response of the complex permittivity to time-dependent electric fields, has contributed to our understanding of the molecular dynamics in the liquid state. With the development seen in experimental equipments, this method can now cover a very wide experimental frequency range [1] from 10 µHz to several THz, the widest among the many spectroscopic methods. This experimental technique enables us to detect not only the short-time responses that depend on the dynamics of a single molecule or particular parts of a molecule (inter-and intramolecular vibrations), but also the long-time slow responses associated with the collective dynamics of some molecules (relaxation phenomenon). However, even with these capabilities, identification of the microscopic origin of a dielectric relaxation process is difficult because the relaxation process reflects the fluctuation of electric polarization which is a macroscopic phenomenon.
Among all liquids, the dielectric relaxation phenomenon in hydrogen-bonded liquids is the most peculiar and difficult to understand. In monohydric alcohols, which are basic hydrogen-bonded liquids, a dominant Debye-type relaxation process is observed in the lower-frequency range.
Although this process has been observed for a long time by many researchers, the process remains a matter of interest and debate [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The peculiarity of the dielectric relaxation process in these liquids is often attributed to the presence of hydrogen bonds. However, the molecular origin of the process is not generally agreed upon, and it is necessary to accumulate systematic research to understand how the formation of hydrogen bonds affects the macroscopic relaxation phenomenon.
In this paper, we report the results of complex permittivity measurements on acetophenone (AP) and its derivatives o-hydroxybenzaldehyde (OHBA), o-methylacetophenone (OMAP), and o-hydroxyacetophenone (OHAP). These chemicals are convenient for a systematic study of dielectric relaxation because they differ only in their side chains and number of hydroxyl groups; nevertheless few papers have been published on the dielectric relaxation of AP derivatives [7] . OHBA and OHAP possess a hydroxyl group and form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, while AP and OMAP do not have hydroxyl groups.
The main objective of this study is to investigate the influence of the presence of a hydroxyl group on the dielectric relaxation phenomenon. Moreover, we compare the results of the dielectric measurements with those of the viscosity measurements and optical Kerr effect (OKE) [8] reported by Wang. Using the comparisons of data from the dielectric measurements and from other techniques, we discuss the relationship between the dielectric relaxation phenomenon and the dynamics at a molecular level for hydrogen-bonded liquids.
Experiment
To cover frequencies between 1 MHz and 20 GHz, two different experimental setups were used.
For the 1 to 500 MHz range, the complex permittivity measurements were performed with a network analyzer (HP4195A). The coaxial sample cell was composed of an outer conductor with an inner diameter of 3. 
, of AP, OHBA, OMAP, and OHAP at 298 K, respectively. The complex permittivities of AP and OHBA can be described by the Cole-Cole function [11] in Eq. (1), while the complex permittivities of OMAP and OHAP can be described by the Davidson-Cole function [12] in Eq. (2).
Several parameters were derived from the fitting of Eqs. (1) and (2) to the complex permittivities obtained and shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 which are the temperature dependence plots of the relaxation frequency, relaxation strength, and shape parameter, respectively. These parameters change smoothly with the temperature.
Fröhlich theory [13] expresses the static permittivity εs as follows:
Here, ε∞ is the high-frequency permittivity, NA is Avogadro's number, kB is the Boltzmann constant, c is the concentration of the dipole molecules, µ is the electric dipole moment in the gaseous state, g is the dipole-dipole correlation factor, and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. The dipole-dipole correlation factor can be calculated using Eq. (3) [14] as electric dipole moments µ and ε∞ is set equal to n 2 , where n is the refractive index. Although the values of g obtained in the calculation are not very accurate, we can obtain the relative values and discuss their tendencies. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the g-factor on the viscosity at 298 K. The g-factor is the index of the local order of dipoles in liquids. If there is no correlation between dipoles, the g-factor is equal to 1. If there is the effect of a dipole to orient the surrounding dipoles in the parallel direction, g > 1, and in the anti-parallel direction, g < 1. The g-factor usually reflects the molecular structure and forces of the local type. In the case of AP derivatives studied here, the local type forces (intermolecular interaction) mainly contribute to the change in the g-factor because the molecular structures of AP derivatives are almost the same. Figure 6 shows that the g-factor is in the order AP < OHBA < OMAP < OHAP. The g-factor of OHBA is much smaller than that of OHAP, though both are considered to form an intermolecular interaction in the same way. And the g-factor of OHBA is even smaller than that of OMAP which does not have a hydroxyl group. On the other hand, the viscosity is in the order AP < OMAP < OHBA < OHAP. The viscosities of OHBA and OHAP are much higher than those of AP and OMAP, and this is due to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Judging by the results of the viscosity measurements, it is considered that the presence of a hydroxyl group in a molecule is the main factor for determining the dynamical properties and OHBA and OHAP have the same manner of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. On the contrary, the comparison of the g-factors in this work indicates that the manner of the correlation between dipoles in OHBA and OHAP differ slightly. In the following sections, the influence of the difference on the dynamical properties is discussed.
According to Eyring's theory of rate process, the relaxation frequency The results indicate that the correlation between dipoles affect the response of the dipolar reorientation to an applied electric field.
Wang et al. [8] reported the result of the OKE of AP derivatives at 298 K to investigate the molecular relaxation. In the case of the OKE, the relaxation time was completely proportional to the macroscopic viscosity. This proportional relationship indicated that molecular dynamics of AP derivatives was a simple reorientation of a molecule, and an intermolecular hydrogen bond increased the macroscopic viscosity. On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 8 , the relationship of the dielectric relaxation time τm with the viscosity differs from the OKE measurements. We did not get a reasonable explanation for the inconsistency of the behavior of the macroscopic dielectric relaxation and the molecular relaxation of a molecule that was observed in the OKE measurements.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the dielectric measurements, it is clear that the existence of the hydroxyl group in a molecule is not the only factor controlling the electric polarization.
In our work, we expected the intermolecular interaction to be the dominant factor to the g-factor and the dynamical properties (ΔE and τm) because the molecular structures of AP derivatives are almost the same. As explained, however, molecular structures may affect the dielectric properties as well as the interaction. Future investigations on AP derivatives are necessary to see what controls the correlation between molecules in these liquids.
In Fig. 5 , the shape parameters of OMAP and OHAP that both exhibit larger g-factor are almost equal to 1 and slightly dependent on temperature, whereas the parameters are greatly shifted from 1 and depend on the temperature in the case of AP and OHBA. These results again indicate that the existence of a hydrogen bond is not the only determining factor in explaining the dielectric relaxation in these liquids.
Conclusion
In the present study, comprehensive complex permittivity measurements were carried out on AP derivatives to investigate the influence of the hydrogen bond on dielectric relaxation and molecular dynamics in hydrogen-bonded liquids. The dipole-dipole correlation factor g was estimated from the analysis of the static permittivity of several samples. The g-factor of OHBA is much smaller than that of OHAP, though both possess a hydroxyl group and are expected to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Surprisingly, the g-factor of OHBA is even smaller than that of OMAP which does not have a hydroxyl group. The results indicate that the presence of a hydrogen bond cannot fully explain the correlation between dipoles in AP derivatives. Furthermore, the correlation between dipoles also affects the dynamical properties observed in the relaxation time τm and the activation energy ΔE.
The viscosities of OHBA and OHAP are larger than those of AP and OMAP. With the results of the viscosities, the molecular motion in AP derivatives can be simply classified by the existence of a hydroxyl group in a molecule. This conclusion is also supported by the results of OKE measurements [8] . Thus, the pictures of the molecular dynamics in AP derivatives obtained from dielectric measurements and other measurements are totally different. We need to proceed with studies of these liquids in order to clarify this difference. Nevertheless, this research provides us with a considerable amount of information on the dielectric relaxation phenomenon in hydrogen-bonded liquids. 
